
RAUVISIO crystal 
Designing with color trends 
www.rehau.com/crystal 



Pressed boards 2,800 x 1,300 x 19/3.5 mm

With our RAUVISIO crystal surface material, the interplay of colors is limitless, matching your individual solid color specifi-
cation. Whether it is matt and high gloss, it creates its very own dynamics in the room, providing you with something unique. 
Highlighted and focused, or large-scale – the material properties of the smart glass provide design freedom.

More scratch- and 
break-resistant 
than real glass

Lighter than 
real glass

Processing with 
woodworking  
tools

Easy to clean and  
anti-fingerprint finish  
on matt surfaces

Custom colors to 
meet your needs

Design flexibility 
through millings  
and backlighting

RAUVISIO crystal
Colors are the essence of any interior. Create each concept 
in perfect harmony with your individual color and material 
requirements.

Advantages at a glance



Peach Fuzz
fluffy – warm – vibrant

The Pantone trend color of the year 2024 reflects current spirit of time.  
It synonymous with warmth and security that we crave in the current 
times. Colors can be combined in a variety of ways in interiors.
In combination with warm pastel shades, it provides that certain  
something and lends the room a discreet freshness and liveliness.

Moodboard consists of RAUVISIO crystal Torba, 
RAUVISIO cube Boxcar Blonde, RAUVISIO innara Chalk 
in combination with real oak and linen textile.

matt 3172L

high gloss 3173L
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Non-binding sample. Subject to variations.

Please observe the relevant technical product information, 
which can be obtained online at www.rehau.com/ti.  
Subject to technical changes.
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More information can be found at
www.rehau.com/rauvisio


